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An endothermic phase transition in mantle material at 660-km depth constitutes a barrier that in most 
cases prevents the direct penetration of subducted slabs. Seismic tomography shows that subducted 
material is in many subduction zones trapped at the bottom of the transition zone, just above the 660-km 
phase boundary. Recent tomographic models however also report subducted material that penetrates 
to the shallow lower mantle, and there it is observed to flatten at about 1000-km depth. Models of 
slab dynamics that generally assume sharp rheological transition at 660-km depth, however, mostly 
predict slab stagnation at the bottom of the transition zone. Multiple lines of evidence, including recent 
experiments, indicate that viscosity may gradually increase in the uppermost ∼300 km of the lower 
mantle, rather than simply changing abruptly at the upper-lower mantle boundary. Here we present the 
results of a modeling study focused on the effects of rheological transition between upper and lower 
mantle material on slab deformation and stagnation. We test the effects of smoothing the viscosity 
increase over 300 km and shifting it to a depth of 1000 km or even deeper. We show that slab 
ability to penetrate to the lower mantle is mainly controlled by the trench migration rate, which in 
turn is affected by crustal viscosity. Coupling between the subducting and overriding plates thus plays 
a key role in controlling slab penetration to the lower mantle and stagnation in the deep transition 
zone or shallow lower mantle. Models with strong crust and consequently negligible rollback display 
penetration to the lower mantle without much hindrance and no stagnation above or below the 660-km 
interface, regardless of viscosity stratification in the shallow lower mantle. Models with weak crust are 
characterized by fast rollback, and penetration is very limited as slabs buckle horizontally and flatten 
above the 660-km boundary. Most interesting from the point of view of shallow lower mantle stagnation 
are models with intermediate crustal viscosity. Here rollback is efficient, though slower than in weak-
crust cases. Horizontally lying slab segments are trapped in the transition zone if the sharp viscosity 
increase occurs at 660 km, but shifting the viscosity increase to 1000 km depth allows for efficient 
sinking of the flat-lying part and results in temporary stagnation below the upper-lower mantle boundary 
at about 1000 km depth.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It has long been known from dynamical modeling of sub-
duction that slab deflection at the base of the mantle transition 
zone may arise from combinations of variations in density, vis-
cosity, or phase-transition Clapeyron slopes (Christensen and Yuen, 
1984; Christensen, 2001). Furthermore, seismological observations 
have long indicated that, while some subducting slabs penetrate 
into the upper mantle, others appear to deflect and stagnate at 
depths of ∼660 km (Fukao et al., 2009). More recent observa-
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tions (Fukao and Obayashi, 2013) have confirmed that some such 
deflected slabs appear to stagnate at greater depths of ∼1000 km 
(e.g., Java, Tonga-Kermadec, southern Peru, Central America, north-
ern Kuriles).

Driving forces for slab stagnation likely include a combination 
of surface tractions imposed by viscosity increase at depth and 
buoyant body forces arising from thermally shifted endothermic 
phase transition, such as the ringwoodite disproportionation re-
action (Bina et al., 2001; Torii and Yoshioka, 2007; Billen, 2008), 
perhaps augmented by additional buoyant body forces due to 
metastable persistence of low-density mineral phases at lower 
temperatures (Tetzlaff and Schmeling, 2000; Agrusta et al., 2014;
King et al., 2015). While petrological body forces alone likely 
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Fig. 1. a) Model domain, 10000 km wide and 2800 km deep. Dashed lines mark the major phase transition boundaries. Subducting and overriding plates are given in blue; 
red indicates 10-km thick weak crust separating the plates. b) Viscosity profiles used in this study. Models SH660 (blue) with a sharp viscosity increase at 660-km depth, 
SM1000 (red) with a smooth increase reaching the lower mantle viscosity at 1000-km depth and SM1200 (green) reaching the lower mantle viscosity at 1200-km depth. 
Profiles show vertical cross-section of viscosity taken at initial snapshot at a distance 3000 km to the left from the trench and they thus represent the background mantle 
viscosity. c) Initial temperature distribution (at t = 0 Myr) Ini1 zoomed around slab tip. White lines mark the position of the major phase transitions at 410 km and 660 km 
depths. White asterisk marks the position of the tracer used to monitor slab penetration depth. d) The same as c), but for model Ini2 that differs from Ini1 by the dip angle 
of the slab. Temperature anomaly of the slab with respect to the ambient mantle in both cases Ini1 and Ini2 is comparable. (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
bracket equilibrium stagnation depths in a region near ∼660 km 
(Bina and Kawakatsu, 2010), the prospect of complex viscosity 
structures potentially allows for greater variation in stagnation 
depths.

Studies of geophysical observables arising from Earth’s response 
to surface and internal loading have long indicated an increase in 
viscosity between the upper and lower mantle, but they have not 
uniquely prescribed the precise form nor depth range of such in-
crease (Čížková et al., 1996; Mitrovica and Forte, 1997). Viscosity 
structure has most commonly been modeled as a sharp increase 
near 660 km depth, but views of viscosity structure within and 
below the mantle transition zone continue to evolve (King, 2016). 
Recent geoid analyses suggest either a mid-mantle viscosity in-
crease at ∼800–1200 km (Rudolph et al., 2015) or the absence 
of a mid-mantle viscosity increase (Liu and Zhong, 2016), depend-
ing upon the context of seismic tomographic constraints on density 
structure, while seismological studies of plume structures support 
higher mantle viscosities below ∼1000 km (French and Romanow-
icz, 2015).

The disproportionation of ringwoodite to an assemblage of fer-
ropericlase (magnesiowüstite) and intrinsically strong (Yamazaki 
and Karato, 2001; Chen et al., 2002) bridgmanite (ferromagnesian 
silicate perovskite) is typically invoked as an underlying petrolog-
ical rationale for locating a viscosity increase at ∼660 km depth. 
However, such petrological reasoning can be extended in support 
of an ongoing, more gradual, increase in viscosity below this depth 
(Faccenda and Dal Zilio, 2017). For example, the sharp ringwoodite 
disproportionation reaction is succeeded by a more gradual trans-
formation of garnet-majorite solid solution to bridgmanite (Wood 
and Rubie, 1996) to depths of ∼800 km, further increasing the 
stable fraction of strong bridgmanite. Furthermore, the low solu-
bility of OH in bridgmanite (Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2003) suggests 
progressive dehydration of the shallow lower mantle, and conse-
quent further strengthening, as this phase grows more abundant. 
Other mechanisms proposed for contributing to viscosity increase 
at even greater depths include a potential pressure-induced vis-
cosity change in ferropericlase (Marquardt and Miyagi, 2015) and 
possible compositional variations (Ballmer et al., 2015).
Here we use numerical models of subduction dynamics to in-
vestigate the roles of such fundamental factors as crustal strength, 
transition-zone Clapeyron slopes, and lower-mantle viscosity pro-
files in governing slab deformation and stagnation.

2. Methods

Our model of subduction dynamics is based on the solution 
of governing equations in the extended Boussinesq approxima-
tion without internal heating (Čížková et al., 2007), using a finite-
element method implemented in the SEPRAN package (Segal and 
Praagman, 2005). A 2D Cartesian model domain (Fig. 1a) repre-
sents part of the mantle 10,000 km wide and 2800 km deep. All 
boundaries are considered impermeable free-slip. The subducting 
plate extends from the ridge in the upper left corner to the trench 
initially located at 6000 km distance from the ridge. Another ridge 
positioned in the upper right corner of the box ensures the hor-
izontal mobility of the overriding plate (Čížková and Bina, 2013). 
The initial temperature distribution in the subducting and overrid-
ing plates follows a half-space model. The age of the plate at the 
trench is 100 Myr in most models, but we also test the effects of 
younger (50 Myr) and older (150 Myr) plates. Below the plates an 
adiabatic temperature profile is prescribed with a potential tem-
perature of 1573 K. In order to avoid complications with plumes 
that would originate from the bottom thermal boundary layer, our 
model domain ends 100 km above the core–mantle boundary. The 
subducting plate has a tip initially reaching the depth of 500 km 
(Fig. 1c). This tip is produced in a kinematically driven prelimi-
nary run where a constant velocity of 5 cm/yr is prescribed at 
the surface of the subducting plate, and the end of this kinematic 
initialization represents t = 0 for all subsequent dynamical simula-
tions.

Major mantle phase transitions at 410-km and 660-km depths 
are included in the model (both buoyancy and latent heat effects) 
using a phase function with harmonic parameterization (Čížková 
et al., 2007). The Clapeyron slope of the exothermic olivine-
wadsleyite transition is set at 2 MPa/K. In the case of the endother-
mic bridgmanite-forming transition at 660 km, which is presum-
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Table 1
Symbols and model parameters.

Symbol Meaning Value Units

Upper mantle and transition zone rheology
Adiff Pre-exponential parameter of diffusion creepa 1 × 10−9 Pa−1 s−1

Adisl Pre-exponential parameter of dislocation creepa 3.1 × 10−17 Pa−n s−1

Ediff Activation energy of diffusion creepa 3.35 × 105 J mol−1

Edisl Activation energy of dislocation creepa 4.8 × 105 J mol−1

V diff Activation volume of diffusion creepa 4.0 × 10−6 m3 mol−1

V disl Activation volume of dislocation creepa 11 × 10−6 m3 mol−1

N Power-law exponent 3.5 –
ηcrust Viscosity of crust 1020, 5 × 1020, 1021 Pa s
τy Yield stress 5 × 108 Pa
e y Reference strainrate 10−15 s−1

ny Stress limiter exponent 10 –
P Hydrostatic pressure – Pa
R Gas constant 8.314 J K−1 mol−1

T Temperature – K
E Second invariant of the strainrate – s−1

Lower mantle rheology
Adiff Pre-exponential parameter of diffusion creep 1.3 × 10−16 Pa−1 s−1

Ediff Activation energy of diffusion creepb 2 × 105 J mol−1

V diff Activation volume of diffusion creepb 1.1 × 10−6 m3 mol−1

Other model parameters
κ Diffusivity 10−6 m2 s−1

G Gravitational acceleration 9.8 m s−2

ρ0 Reference density 3416 kg m−3

cp Specific heat 1250 J kg−1 K−1

α0 Surface thermal expansivity 3 × 10−5 K−1

γ410 Clapeyron slope 410 km phase transitionc 2 × 106 Pa K−1

γ660 Clapeyron slope 660 km phase transitionc 0, −1.5 × 106,−2.5 × 106 Pa K−1

δρ410 Density contrast 410 km phase transitiond 273 kg m−3

δρ660 Density contrast 660 km phase transitiond 341 kg m−3

a Parameters of wet olivine based on Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003).
b Čížková et al. (2012).
c Bina and Helffrich (1994).
d Steinbach and Yuen (1995).
ably more important in controlling the penetration and stagnation 
of the slab, we test two values of Clapeyron slope: −2.5 MPa/K 
(hereafter referred to as “regular” phase transition model) and a 
weaker −1.5 MPa/K. We also execute a model without phase tran-
sitions for reference.

Rheology of the upper mantle follows a composite model (van 
den Berg et al., 1993) that combines diffusion creep, dislocation 
creep and power-law stress limiter (van Hunen et al., 2002) with 
the activation parameters based on wet olivine rheology (Hirth 
and Kohlstedt, 2003). The lower mantle is assumed to deform via 
diffusion creep with activation parameters based on slab sinking 
speed analysis (Čížková et al., 2012). The rheological transition 
between upper and lower mantle is one of the key parameters 
in our analysis. Numerical models traditionally assume that the 
phase boundary at 660 km depth is associated with a stepwise 
increase of viscosity. Recent reanalysis of long-wavelength geoid 
(Rudolph et al., 2015), however, detects an increase of viscosity 
at 800–1200 km. Also, deformation experiments on ferropericlase 
(Marquardt and Miyagi, 2015) suggest that the uppermost part of 
the lower mantle may actually be relatively weak, with viscosity 
gradually increasing and reaching its maximum at about 1000 km 
depth.

We therefore focus on the effects of the upper-lower mantle 
viscosity transition here. In the reference model we consider it to 
occur at 660 km depth, and in agreement with sinking-speed anal-
ysis (Čížková et al., 2012) we associate it with a sharp stepwise 
increase of viscosity by a factor of 19 (Fig. 1b, blue line, models 
further abbreviated as SH660). This reference profile is then com-
pared with two other models: 1) a viscosity transition smoothed 
over 300 km such that it attains the maximum lower mantle 
value at 1000 km (Fig. 1b, red line, abbreviated SM1000) and 2) 
the viscosity interface shifted yet deeper, to a depth of 1200 km 
(Fig. 1b, green line, SM1200). Smooth viscosity transition below 
660-km depth is obtained as a weighted average of the viscosi-
ties of the upper mantle material and lower mantle material. The 
weight is the volume fraction of lower mantle material, which is 
harmonically increasing from 0 to 1 between depths of 660 km 
and 1000 km in case of model SM1000 (and between depths of 
660 km and 1200 km in case of model SM1200).

On top of the subducting plate a weak crust-like layer is posi-
tioned (Běhounková and Čížková, 2008). It is 10 km thick, and its 
low viscosity effectively decouples the subducting and the over-
riding plates and lubricates their contact. The constant viscosity 
of this decoupling layer is one of the free parameters in our study, 
and we vary it between 1020 Pa s and 1021 Pa s. It initially stretches 
3000 km to the left from the trench. After this weak crust is fully 
subducted, we obtain a locked-slab situation soon followed by slab 
break-off. Thus, we can also investigate the free sinking of the de-
tached slab segment and evaluate how much it is affected by the 
developed slab morphology. No additional density contrast is as-
sociated with the crustal material. Below the depth of 200 km, 
where it is no longer needed to decouple the plates, it is replaced 
by mantle material.

Our assumed thermal expansivity decreases with depth from 
3 ×10−5 K−1 at the surface to 1 ×10−5 K−1 at a depth of 2800 km 
(Chopelas and Boehler, 1992; Katsura et al., 2009). Thermal dif-
fusivity is constant. For a summary of model parameters, see Ta-
ble 1.

3. Results

3.1. Effects of rheological transition between upper and lower mantle 
and crustal strength

Let us first illustrate slab behavior in several snapshots of tem-
perature evolution. In Fig. 2a we show model SH660 with 100 Myr-
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Fig. 2. a) Three temperature snapshots illustrating the time evolution of model SH660 with weak crust (ηcrust = 1020 Pa s). Part of the model domain 2000 km deep centered 
around subduction is shown. White lines mark the major phase transition boundaries; dashed black lines indicate the depths of 1000 km and 1200 km. b) Plate (red line) 
and rollback (blue line) velocity as a function of time for the model SH660 with weak crust. Plate velocity is evaluated using a monitor tracer originally placed 15 km deep 
and 1000 km to the right from the upper-left mid-ocean ridge (red asterisk in Fig. 1a). Rollback velocity is evaluated using a monitor tracer in the tip of the overriding plate 
(black asterisk in Fig. 1a). c), d) The same as panels a), b) but for the model SH660 with ηcrust = 1021 Pa s. e), f) The same as panels a), b) but for the model SM1000.
old plate and a weak crust. The slab slows down when approaching 
the bottom of the transition zone, due to the combined effects of 
buoyancy from an endothermic phase boundary and resistance of 
a more viscous lower mantle. At ∼4 Myr the tip arrives at the 
endothermic phase boundary. The shallowest portion of this old 
and cold slab, dipping at an angle under ∼30◦ , is not supported 
by the resistance of the 660-km interface far below and begins 
to descend vertically thus inducing trench retreat. The trench rolls 
back, and the slab buckles subhorizontally and remains trapped 
above the 660-km phase boundary. At ∼140 Myr the initially pre-
scribed weak crust is consumed and slab break-off follows. Plate 
and rollback velocities (Fig. 2b) reflect the buckling. They exhibit 
plate velocity minima accompanied by rollback velocity maxima 
when slab descent is hampered by the endothermic phase bound-
ary (and associated viscosity increase). On the other hand, when 
the slab weakens and forms a buckle, we observe an increase of 
plate velocity and rollback is temporarily delayed (Čížková and 
Bina, 2013). The same model (SH660, 100 Myr old plate), but now 
with a strong crust (ηcr = 1021 Pa s) is shown in Fig. 2c. Stronger 
coupling between the subducting and overriding plates results in 
steeper slab dip and reduced rollback. Consequently, the slab pen-
etrates to the lower mantle. Both plate and rollback velocities are 
reduced with respect to the model with weaker crust (plate ve-
locity by a factor 1.7, rollback velocity by a factor 6), as the de-
coupling of the subducting and overriding plates is significantly 
less efficient here. If we shift the viscosity interface deeper and as-
sume a weak crust (SM1000, Fig. 2e), we observe similar behavior 
as in corresponding model SH660 (Fig. 2a) yet with some differ-
ences. As the viscous strength of the uppermost lower mantle now 
is reduced with respect to model SH660, the resistive force as-
sociated with the 660-km endothermic phase transition alone is 
not strong enough to prevent penetration of the slab tip. The tip 
thus penetrates the 660-km boundary and enters the lower man-
tle, but when it approaches the stiff material at 1000 km depth (at 
∼7 Myr) it slows down to ∼1.2 cm/yr and a rollback period is initi-
ated. The tip is thus observed somewhat deeper below the 660-km 
boundary than in case SH660 (cf. Fig. 2a and 2e at 20 Myr), but in 
both cases slabs roll back and stagnate above the 660-km depth. 
Subducting plate velocity is increased by about a factor of 1.8 with 
respect to the case SH660 due to the higher mobility of uppermost 
lower mantle, while rollback velocity is similar to the case with a 
sharp viscosity increase at 660 km (cf. Fig. 2f and 2b).

Having discussed these three models in more detail, let us now 
compare all of our experiments. They result in a broad variety of 
slab deformation patterns depending on several model parameters. 
In Fig. 3 we show results for models with a 100 Myr-old plate and 
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Fig. 3. Temperature snapshot taken at 80 Myr showing part of the model domain 2000 km deep and 4000 km wide. White square marks initial position of the trench; white 
lines indicate positions of the major phase transitions at 410 and 660-km; dashed black lines indicate the depths of 1000 km and 1200 km. All models shown here have 
100 Myr old plate and regular phase transitions (γ410 = 2, γ660 = −2.5 MPa/K). Panels a)–c) show effect of viscosity interface between the upper and lower mantle in models 
with weakest crust. Panels d)–f) show models with intermediate crust. Panels g)–i) show models with strong crust.
regular phase transitions, and we discuss the effects of the upper-
lower mantle viscosity interface and crustal viscosity. Each model 
is represented by one snapshot taken after 80 Myr of subduction 
evolution. Panels a–c represent models with a weak crust. As al-
ready discussed above, the model SH660 (Fig. 3a) results in subhor-
izontal buckling and stagnation, and a similar deformation scenario 
is observed if we shift the viscosity interface deeper (SM1000, 
Fig. 3b). In case of yet deeper rheological layering (SM1200, Fig. 3c) 
the tip initially penetrates to 1200 km depth, where it encoun-
ters the stiff material, and again rollback is initiated. The slab tips 
in the models with a deeper rheological boundary (SM1000 and 
SM1200) are thus embedded in the shallow lower mantle while 
the rest of the subducted slab lies flat above the phase boundary 
at 660-km depth. The maximum tip depth thus depends on the 
depth of the rheological layering; later, however, all three models 
with weak crust exhibit rollback and deform subhorizontally until 
the crust is consumed and break-off follows. After slab detachment, 
horizontally buckled flat-lying slabs in models SH660 and SM1000 
remain stagnant around the phase boundary at 660 km depth and 
only very slowly sink into the lower mantle, with sinking speed 
of the order of 0.1 cm/yr (Fig. 5). On the other hand, in model 
SM1200 a deeper slab tip (Fig. 3c) produces enough pull to make 
detached-slab sinking more efficient, and sinking velocity thus in-
creases to ∼0.5 cm/yr (Fig. 5, orange dotted line).

When the decoupling crustal layer has intermediate strength 
(ηcr = 5 × 1020 Pa s), the effects of the viscosity changeover be-
tween the upper and lower mantle on slab deformation and stag-
nation become more evident. Fig. 3d–f shows the three viscosity 
models (SH660, SM1000 and SM1200) with 100 Myr-old plate and 
regular phase transitions. Intermediate-crust results thus can be 
compared to the corresponding weak-crust models (Fig. 3a–c). 
With intermediate crust, only the sharp viscosity increase at 
660 km depth is able to prevent slab penetration, and after 80 
Myr we thus observe the slab horizontally buckled and lying flat 
above the 660-km interface (Fig. 3d). When the viscosity interface 
is shifted deeper, either to 1000 km or 1200 km (Fig. 3e–f), a sig-
nificant amount of slab material initially penetrates into the lower 
mantle. Lower viscous resistance of the uppermost lower mantle 
results in higher subducting plate velocities (∼3 cm/yr in model 
SM1000, 5 cm/yr in model SM1200) compared to model SH660 
(∼2 cm/yr) and consequently in reduction of the rollback. Though 
the slab later rolls back, its trench retreat is less efficient, and the 
slab is simultaneously sinking into the lower mantle. In case of 
model SM1000, part of the flat-lying segment remains temporar-
ily stable below the 660-km phase boundary and above 1000 km 
depth.

Increasing the strength of the decoupling crustal layer yet more, 
to ηcr = 1021 Pa s (Fig. 3g–i), results in further reduction of sub-
duction and plate velocities. Stiff contact of the plates causes rota-
tion of the subducting slab towards vertical which reduces rollback 
(Čížková and Bina, 2013), and slabs directly penetrate in all mod-
els regardless the structure of the viscosity transition between the 
upper and lower mantle.

3.2. Effect of phase transitions

In the above models we assumed regular major phase tran-
sitions. The effect of their strength, parameterized through their 
Clapeyron slopes, is further illustrated in Fig. 4. For this compari-
son we used a model with a weak crust and a smooth viscosity 
increase at 1000 km. Panel 4a is for the model without phase 
transitions; panel 4b has regular exothermic phase transition at 
410 km (γ410 = 2 MPa/K) and a weaker endothermic transition at 
660 km (γ660 = −1.5 MPa/K), and panel 4c has the regular transi-
tions (γ410 = 2 MPa/K, γ660 = −2.5 MPa/K). As already mentioned 
above, regular phase transitions (Fig. 4c) result in horizontal buck-
ling and long-term stagnation (∼200 Myr) at 660 km depth after 
break-off. If both phase transitions are absent (Fig. 4a), the slab tip 
reaches the maximum depth of ∼1000 km. Due to the resistance of 
the high-viscosity lower mantle, the slab starts to roll back, and in 
the absence of phase transitions and associated weakening through 
stress-dependent rheology (Čížková and Bina, 2013), the trench is 
retreating quickly (4 cm/yr – 800 km within 20 Myr). The slab 
is sinking while rolling back, and after break-off it sinks through 
the lower mantle with a speed of ∼0.9 cm/yr, decelerating when 
approaching the bottom boundary (Fig. 5, green solid line). When 
the phase transitions are switched on, with a weaker endother-
mic transition at 660 km (Fig. 4b) the slab buckles and deforms 
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Fig. 4. The effect of phase transitions. Two snapshots showing part of the model domain 2500 km deep and 5000 km wide are centered around subduction. White squares 
mark initial position of the trench; white lines indicate positions of the major phase transitions at 410 and 660-km; dashed black lines indicate the depths of 1000 km 
and 1200 km. All models shown here have 100 Myr old plate and weak crust (ηcrust = 1020 Pa s). Panel a) shows model without phase transitions; b) model with weaker 
endothermic phase transition at 660 km (γ410 = 2, γ660 = −1.5 MPa/K); c) model with regular phase transitions (γ410 = 2, γ660 = −2.5 MPa/K).
Fig. 5. Sinking velocity of the detached slab plotted from the moment of break-off 
as a function of time for the models with 100 Myr old subducting plate. Meaning 
of the symbols is as follows. Viscosity changeover between the upper and lower 
mantle: sharp at 660 km (dashed line), smooth at 1000 km (solid line), smooth at 
1200 km (dotted line). Crustal viscosity: 1020 Pa s (orange line), 1021 Pa s (purple 
line). Regular phase transitions at 410-km and 660-km depths (γ410 = 2 MPa/K, 
γ660 = −2.5 MPa/K) are included in models plotted with orange and purple lines, 
green lines are for models without phase transitions.

very similarly to the regular case until the break-off moment. Af-
ter slab detachment, however, the reduced strength of the 660-km 
phase transition results in more efficient sinking, and thus the slab 
remnant is at 200 Myr already half-way through the lower mantle, 
while in the case of a regular 660-km transition it is still stacked at 
the very top of the lower mantle (cf. Fig. 4b and 4c, lower panels).

3.3. Slab sinking after break-off

Different subduction modes as discussed in paragraph 3.1. re-
sult in different slab morphologies at the moment of break-off, and 
these inevitably affect free descent of detached slabs through the 
(lower) mantle. This later period of slab evolution is illustrated in 
Fig. 5, where sinking velocities of detached slabs are shown af-
ter the moment of break-off for selected models with 100 Myr 
old subducting plate. Sinking velocities are calculated as an av-
erage over the detached part of the slab. Models are apparently 
divisible into three groups. In models with strong crust and reg-
ular phase transitions (purple lines), at the moment of break-off 
the slab tips have already subducted deep into the lower mantle, 
and slabs are dipping relatively steeply. Detached slabs therefore 
continue in their descent, and they slow down when approach-
ing the bottom of the model domain. Models with weak crust and 
regular phase transitions (orange lines) are at the moment of slab 
detachment lying flat (horizontally buckled) at the 660-km phase 
boundary. Since their negative thermal buoyancy is significantly 
compensated by the positive buoyancy associated with the en-
dothermic phase boundary, they only very slowly sink, with a low 
sinking speed of about 1 mm/yr. The only exception is the model 
with a smooth viscosity increase at 1200 km depth (dotted orange 
line) that is accelerating due to the slab tip that initially managed 
to penetrate into the lower mantle as discussed above (Fig. 3c). 
This deeper tip is now efficiently pulling the whole detached slab. 
The third group of curves in the middle of the graph (green lines) 
shows models without phase transitions. In these models the slabs 
penetrated into the lower mantle (as in the absence of both phase 
transitions we do not observe horizontal buckling and stagnation), 
and thus they also sink immediately after break-off.

3.4. Stagnation versus penetration

To gain greater insight into whether the observed slab stagna-
tion is transient or long-term in nature, we studied the temporal 
evolution of the slab penetration depth by embedding a suitable 
tracer within the body of the slab. Placing such a tracer within the 
leading tip of the slab is not informative, because the tip of the 
slab always initially penetrates. Stagnation does not occur until the 
leading portion of the slab begins to respond via coupling to the 
more viscous layer below, leading to rollback, buckling, and stag-
nation of an extended portion behind the tip (Čížková and Bina, 
2013). Therefore, we placed a tracer ∼600 km behind the slab tip 
(white asterisk in Fig. 1c) and monitored its penetration depth as 
a function of time (Fig. 6). Models with weak crust (Fig. 6a) result 
in long-term stagnation above the endothermic phase boundary at 
660-km depth. Only the model SM1200 (green line), where the 
leading tip that initially penetrated to ∼1200 km pulls the stag-
nant slab, results in penetration after slab break-off at ∼80 Myr. 
Models with stiff crust (Fig. 6c), on the other hand, result in pene-
tration regardless the viscosity stratification. In the case of models 
with intermediate crustal viscosity, it is evident that stagnation 
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Fig. 6. Slab penetration depth monitored by a tracer placed initially 600 km behind the slab tip (white asterisk in Fig. 1c).
behavior exhibits significant dependence upon detailed viscosity 
structure (Fig. 6b). The central body of the slab either stagnates at 
the base of the upper mantle (sharp 660 km – blue line), temporar-
ily stagnates between 660 km and 1000 km (smooth 1000 km – 
red line) or penetrates relatively quickly (smooth 1200 km – green 
line).

In order to better understand the forces that control slab stag-
nation or penetration, we further show the time evolution of 
density anomalies in the three models (SH660, SM1000, SM1200) 
with an intermediate crustal viscosity (Fig. 7). In these models 
the upper-lower mantle viscosity transition affects the ability to 
penetrate to the lower mantle (cf. Fig. 6b). In the model case 
with a sharp viscosity increase at 660 km (Fig. 7a), where the 
slab rolls back and deflects subhorizontally, the petrologically pos-
itively buoyant material associated with the thermally depressed 
endothermic phase change of ringwoodite to bridgmanite and fer-
ropericlase (red anomaly) stretches over the whole length of the 
flattened slab and thus efficiently compensates the negative buoy-
ancy arising from its positive thermally induced density anomaly. 
The stagnant slab is warming up, and this thermal assimilation 
reduces both its negative thermal buoyancy and its positive petro-
logical buoyancy while the slab is very slowly sinking through the 
phase boundary (with sinking velocity ∼0.1 cm/yr). In the mod-
els with the rheological transition at 1000-km depth (Fig. 7b) we 
have a negatively buoyant tip that initially penetrates to the lower 
mantle and pulls the slab, and at the same time the lateral ex-
tent of the flat-lying portion of the slab at the 660-km interface 
is limited – therefore the net negative buoyancy anomaly of the 
slab is stronger than in the model SH660 and the slab pene-
trates to the lower mantle after a temporary stagnation period. Yet 
deeper rheological transition between the upper and lower man-
tle (SM1200, Fig. 7c) results in a more deeply penetrated tip and 
even more greatly reduced lateral extent of the stagnant part of 
the slab, which reinforces penetration and further increases the 
sinking velocity (∼0.6 cm/yr). Thus, the variation in penetration-
vs-stagnation behavior in these cases is more strongly governed by 
differences in the lateral extent of flat-lying slab material atop the 
thermally depressed phase boundary (itself determined by extent 
of initial slab-tip penetration and prior slab rollback) than by any 
differences in absolute slab temperature at the boundary.

All model runs with regular phase transitions are summarized
in a regime diagram in Fig. 8. This shows the maximum penetra-
tion depth of the slab as a function of trench retreat (distance of 
the trench from its initial position). Retreat in both Fig. 8a and 
8b is measured at subduction cessation – the moment when sub-
duction is locked because all decoupling crust has been consumed. 
After that moment the trench no longer retreats. Penetration depth 
in Fig. 8a is measured also at the moment when subduction stops. 
In Fig. 8b the penetration is measured at 280 Myr. The difference 
in penetration depths between panels 8a and 8b thus illustrates 
free sinking of the detached slab. Models nicely separate into three 
groups. In the first group are models with stiff crust (marked 
by yellow ellipse). Slabs in these models penetrate to the lower 
mantle without much resistance, and thus their tips are at about 
2000 km depth at the moment of subduction cessation (Fig. 8a). 
Then they slowly sink to the base of the mantle (cf. panels 8a and 
8b). In the second group are the models with weak crust (gray el-
lipse) that stagnate around 660 km depth. Retreat of these models 
reflects the length of the slab flattened above the 660-km inter-
face. After break-off the slabs in this group sink only very slowly. 
Therefore the gray ellipse remains at rather shallow depths even 
at 280 Myr (Fig. 8b). The only exception to this second group is 
the model with both a weak crust and a deep viscosity increase at 
1200 km (small light-blue half-open circle, marked in Fig. 8b also 
by dashed black arrow). In this model, the slab tip first penetrates 
into the lower mantle to ∼1100 km depth, and then the slab starts 
to roll back and buckle horizontally. After detachment, the sunken 
tip is heavy enough to pull the horizontally lying part of the slab 
into the lower mantle, and that is why in Fig. 8b we find this small 
half-open circle in the group of slabs that are in penetrative mode. 
In the third group are the models with intermediate crust (dark 
gray band) that show clear dependence on the nature of the vis-
cosity transition between the upper and lower mantle. While the 
model with a sharp increase at 660 km (medium open light-blue 
circle) remains in the gray ellipse of models stagnant around the 
660-km phase transition, the two models with viscosity bound-
aries shifted to 1000 km and 1200 km (medium light-blue circles: 
solid and half-open) develop a penetrating tip and later sink to the 
bottom of the mantle.

Fig. 8 demonstrates also the effects of plate age – results are 
shown for a reference 100 Myr-old plate (light-blue symbols), a 
younger plate of 50 Myr (red symbols) and an older plate of 
150 Myr (dark-blue). It comes as no surprise that the younger 
plates systematically exhibit less trench retreat than the older and 
heavier plates. For subducting plates of every age we note that 
models with a deeper viscosity increase result in deeper penetra-
tion than models with a viscosity increase at 660-km depth (cf. 
corresponding solid/half-open and open symbols in Fig. 8a), due 
to easier initial penetration of the slab tip. Total trench retreat, on 
the other hand, is systematically higher in models with a sharp 
viscosity increase at 660 km compared to deeper and smoothed 
viscosity layering, as there is a trade-off between rollback and pen-
etration – more penetration implying less rollback and vice versa. 
This trade-off is demonstrated by the clear division between the 
groups of retreating (gray ellipse in the upper right corner of dia-
gram in Fig. 8b) and stagnating (yellow ellipse in lower left corner) 
slab models.

3.5. Effects of initial temperature distribution

Finally, let us briefly look at the effect of the initial tempera-
ture distribution. As pointed out above, in the models where an 
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Fig. 7. Time evolution of the density anomalies in the models with 100 Myr old plate and intermediate crustal viscosity ηcrust = 5 · 1020 Pa s. Part of the model domain, 
2000 km deep and 4000 km wide is shown. Density anomalies are calculated with respect to the reference mantle adiabat. White arrows indicate the position of the 
petrological density anomalies associated with the exothermic phase transition at 410-km depth and the endothermic phase transition at 660-km depth. a) model SH660, b) 
model SM1000, c) model SM1200.
increase of viscosity occurs deeper than at 660-km depth, the slab 
tip initially penetrates to the lower mantle and is embedded in 
the more viscous material at the depth of 1000 km (SM1000) or 
1200 km (SM1200). This leading tip may then later pull the hor-
izontally buckled part of the stagnant slab and thus significantly 
affect the time scales of stagnation/penetration. The penetration of 
the slab tip as it first encounters the upper-lower mantle boundary 
may however be affected by the initial temperature distribution, 
where the geometry (dip angle) of the tip is the result of a kine-
matic preliminary run. We therefore tested also another group of 
models that are initiated from another initial temperature distribu-
tion Ini2 with a lower dip angle of the initial slab tip (Fig. 1d). For 
this initial model Ini2 we repeated the calculations in the models 
with 100 Myr old plate and regular phase transitions. The results 
for three mantle viscosity profiles and three crustal viscosities are 
summarized in Fig. 9. If we compare these results with the pre-
vious results for initial temperatures Ini1 (cf. Fig. 3), we may con-
clude that the trends of slab behavior in response to the crustal 
viscosity and mantle viscosity stratification as discussed above are 
observed also for initial model Ini2. The slab morphology on the 
other hand may be somewhat different, and in the case of a sharp 
660 km viscosity interface and intermediate crustal viscosity the 
slab now penetrates, while model Ini1 resulted in stagnating mode. 
This only confirms that we are close to a threshold here, and any 
small change of parameters may shift the boundary between stag-
nation and penetration.
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Fig. 8. Maximum penetration depth as a function of trench retreat for models with regular phase transitions. Meaning of the symbols is as follows. Plate age: 50 Myr (red), 
100 Myr (light blue), 150 Myr (dark blue). Viscosity changeover between the upper and lower mantle: sharp at 660 km (open symbols), smooth at 1000 km (solid symbols), 
smooth at 1200 km (half-open symbols). Crustal viscosity: 1020 Pa s (small symbols), 5 × 1020 Pa s (intermediate symbols), 1021 Pa s (large symbols). Panel a) shows the 
situation at the moment when subduction stops; panel b) at 280 Myr, when all model slabs are detached and freely sinking through the mantle. Dashed arrow points to the 
only model with a weak crust that penetrated to the deep mantle (SM1200).

Fig. 9. The same as Fig. 3, but for the model with initial temperature distribution Ini2 (Fig. 1d).
4. Discussion and conclusions

Slab stagnation at the bottom of the transition zone is closely 
related to trench migration – retreating slabs tend to flatten above 
the 660-km interface, while non-retreating slabs penetrate to the 
lower mantle (e.g. Christensen, 1996; Čížková et al., 2002; Torii 
and Yoshioka, 2007; Agrusta et al., 2017). As previously shown, 
one of the factors that affects trench-retreat rate in free subduction 
models is the strength of the crustal shear zone that decouples 
the subducting and overriding plates. Weak crust favors rollback 
and stagnation while stiff decoupling crust reduces rollback and 
allows for slab penetration to the lower mantle in models with 
sharp viscosity increase at 660-km depth (Čížková and Bina, 2013;
Arredondo and Billen, 2017; Goes et al., 2017).

Here we tested crustal viscosities ranging between 1020 Pa s 
and 1021 Pa s. Weak crust (1020 Pa s) resulted in stagnant slabs 
trapped at the bottom of the transition zone. Strong crust
(1021 Pa s) produced slabs that entered the lower mantle without 
much hindrance and continued their descent through the lower 
mantle. As the initial motivation for this study was slab stagna-
tion in the shallow lower mantle, the most interesting results arise 
from models with intermediate crustal viscosity (5 × 1020 Pa s). 
These show that, if a sharp viscosity interface is present at 660 km, 
the slab buckles horizontally above 660 km, but if the viscosity in-
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terface is deeper, then a flat-lying part of the slab is able to sink 
into the lower mantle where we observe it to be temporarily stag-
nant between 660-km and 1000-km depths in agreement with 
recent tomographic indications (Fukao and Obayashi, 2013).

The nature of the viscosity interface between the upper and 
lower mantle (sharp vs. smooth, and localized at the phase bound-
ary vs. shifted deeper) plays only a secondary role. However, in the 
case of intermediate crustal viscosity, slab dynamics are close to a 
threshold between penetrative (slow rollback) mode and stagnat-
ing (fast rollback) mode. In this case, the character of the viscosity 
transition between the upper and lower mantle selects for slab 
penetration or stagnation.

Alternatively, looking at the above results from another per-
spective, one may conclude that for a given upper-lower mantle 
viscosity transition the crustal viscosity controls the slab penetra-
tion. Then the rheological model with a viscosity increase located 
at 1000 km depth is able to explain slab stagnation in the up-
per mantle above the 660-km depth observed in some subduc-
tion zones as well as the slabs stagnant between 660-km and 
1000-km depths reported in seismic tomography elsewhere. The 
crustal strength is then the factor that selects the mode of subduc-
tion deformation around the upper-lower mantle boundary.

A weak crustal layer is often assumed to be simply a numeri-
cal modeling convenience that allows decoupling of the plates. The 
weak lubricating layer, however, has genuine petrological bases, 
though using a 10-km thick layer with constant properties is cer-
tainly an oversimplification. In nature such lubrication may be pro-
vided and controlled by a variety of factors, whose relative impact 
may vary between subduction zones. Serpentinization weakening 
of mafic crust and of ultramafic lithospheric mantle (Hilairet et 
al., 2007; Amiguet et al., 2012; Guillot et al., 2015) may play a 
major role, where the depths of serpentine transformation and 
dehydration are thermally controlled (by plate age, convergence 
rate, and dip angle) and serpentinization by hydrothermal circu-
lation through outer-rise faults is controlled by plate age (temper-
ature), bending (dip angle), and seamount emplacement (poros-
ity) (Ivandic et al., 2010; Hatakeyama et al., 2017). The extent of 
subduction of continental and oceanic sediments also may play a 
significant role, where sediment transport by processes of subduc-
tion erosion vary with rate of sediment supply, convergence rate, 
plate bending (dip angle), and subduction of buoyant features (e.g., 
seamounts, ridges) (Stern, 2011). Furthermore, depths of interplate 
decoupling and brittle-ductile transition depend on the ages of 
subducting and overriding plates (Arcay, 2012). The presence of 
blueschist-facies metamorphic assemblages in the subduction com-
plex provide another avenue for control of crustal deformation by 
temperature, via dehydration embrittlement of glaucophane (vs. 
lawsonite) (Kim et al., 2015) and transition of lawsonite-blueschist 
to eclogite (Cao and Jung, 2016). Pursuing such details in the rheo-
logical approximation of the decoupling crustal layer is far beyond 
the scope of this work., but this weak layer may thus be viewed as 
a kind of proxy for the effects that may control rollback efficiency 
and trench migration rates, such as dehydration-related weakening 
and extension of the overriding plate (Nakao et al., 2018).

Schellart et al. (2011) have reported subducting plate velocities 
of the order of 4.2 cm/yr and relatively low trench velocities of 
∼1.7 cm/yr in the center of wide natural subduction zones. Model 
SH660 with 100 Myr old subducting plate yields the reverse parti-
tioning between plate and rollback velocities with rollback almost 
twice as fast as plate velocity (cf. Fig. 2b). Reduction of the roll-
back velocities was recently observed by Holt and Becker (2017)
in models with power-law mantle rheology. Our results show that 
shifting the rheological transition to 1000 km further increases 
subducting plate velocities with respect to rollback velocities. The 
ratio between plate and rollback velocities almost doubles between 
the case of model SH660 with 100 Myr old plate and weak crust 
and the case of corresponding model SM1000, and it nearly triples 
for model SM1000 with a younger (50 Myr old) subducting plate, 
approaching values reported by Schellart et al. (2011).

Sinking speed of detached slab segments in the lower mantle 
varies between 1 cm/yr in the models with slow rollback and pen-
etrating slabs and 1 mm/yr in the models characterized by fast 
rollback and horizontal stagnation at the base of the transition 
zone. This is rather low compared to the value of 1–2 cm/yr de-
rived from the correlation between subducted slab signatures in 
seismic tomography and the geological record (van der Meer et 
al., 2010, 2018). Since we focus on slab stagnation here, we use 
a specific model setup that allows unhindered rollback (free mo-
bile ridge on the RHS of the overriding plate) which favors slab 
horizontal deformation and stagnation. Flattened slabs sink more 
slowly than vertically dipping slabs, and the very low sinking rates 
(∼1 mm/yr) are further reinforced by the petrological buoyancy 
associated with the 660-km phase transition.

Furthermore, we looked more deeply into the effects of phase 
transitions. We adopt a phase-function parameterization of their 
buoyancy and latent heat effects (Christensen and Yuen, 1985)
with prescribed Clapeyron slopes and density contrasts. In mod-
eling studies, olivine composition is often used with correspond-
ing phase transition parameters. However, since these have been 
shown to exaggerate the phase transition effects acting in a py-
rolitic mantle (Arredondo and Billen, 2016), here we use a reduced 
value of Clapeyron slope of the olivine-wadsleyite transition, and 
in the case of the endothermic transition at 660-km depth which 
has presumably a more pronounced effect on the penetration, we 
test three values ranging between 0 and −2.5 MPa/K in order to 
assess sensitivity to this parameter. We conclude that if the phase 
transitions are switched off, then slabs roll back due to the vis-
cosity increase, but simultaneously they penetrate into the lower 
mantle. An endothermic phase transition at 660 km is thus crucial 
for generating horizontally deflected stagnant slabs at the bottom 
of the transition zone. The effective Clapeyron slope required for 
transition zone stagnation may, however, be smaller in magnitude 
than the value of −2.5 MPa/K traditionally used for the ringwood-
ite to bridgmanite-plus-ferropericlase transition.

The positive buoyancy associated with the 660-km phase tran-
sition is not the only effect that hampers slab penetration. Vis-
cosity increase in the lower mantle forms another barrier to slab 
descent (e.g. Christensen, 1996; Olbertz et al., 1997; Garel et al., 
2014) and in some studies was even identified as a primary rea-
son for slab stagnation (Torii and Yoshioka, 2007; Yoshioka and 
Naganoda, 2010; Yoshida, 2014). In kinematically driven models 
with pressure- and temperature-dependent viscosity (Torii and 
Yoshioka, 2007; Yoshioka and Naganoda, 2010) a viscosity con-
trast higher than 10–30 ensures slab stagnation regardless of the 
Clapeyron slope of the 660-km phase transition. Our rheological 
description assumes a nonlinear composite model based on wet 
olivine parameters in the upper mantle, while the lower man-
tle deforms via diffusion creep with parameters based on sink-
ing speed analysis (Čížková et al., 2012). That results in about 
one order of magnitude viscosity contrast between the upper and 
lower mantle. In our free subduction model with nonlinear stress-
dependent rheology, such a viscosity contrast is not sufficient to 
prevent penetration in the absence of an endothermic phase tran-
sition, and both factors are needed to secure slab stagnation (Goes 
et al., 2017).

The models presented here focus on the mutual interplay of 
two rheological factors – crustal viscosity that controls the sub-
ducting plate velocity as well as the rollback rate, and viscosity 
stratification at the boundary between the upper and lower man-
tle. Of course, many other factors that affect subduction behav-
ior are clearly present in natural subduction zones. Application 
of our results to individual subduction zones may, therefore, po-
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tentially be complicated by other effects, such as the presence of 
surrounding plates (Yamato et al., 2009), remotely forced mantle 
flow (Chertova et al., 2018) or properties of the overriding plate 
(Garel et al., 2014).
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